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Abstract: French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote in his book that both the ancient Chinese people and the ancient 

Korean people used „The thousand character essay‟(It is called as „Tcheonzamun‟ in Korea). Its purpose was to instruct 

Chinese character for their children (Dallet, 1874). The range of this study was the poem of 16 letters from „The thousand 

character essay „, Tcheonzamun 145th-160
th

. The title of this study is „The husband here is exactly the figure of 

Augustin. And the wife in this study is certainly Hyeonhi his wife!‟ < Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters 

(Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet) > 145-148 蓋(Kae) 此(Tcha) 身(Sin) 髮(Bal) The wife, do you 

expect that your husband knows well and he understands your mind (此) sufficiently (蓋)? The wife, do you think that 

only the time is necessary? When your husband grows well until his beard (髮) grows well over the whole his face (身), 

does he understand your mind well? No, it is not true! 149-152 四(Sa)-人=口 大(Dae)-人=一 五(Oh) 常(Sang) The wife, 

do you want to say (口) a thing (一) to your husband? You the wife must always (常) prepare and explain 5 things (五), 

or you must always repeat a thing five times. Because your husband can not understand well your words! He the husband 

is less intelligent than you the wife. 153-156 恭(Kong)-心=共 惟(Yu)-心=隹 鞠(Gug) 養(Yang) Do you want to live 

together (共) with a bird (隹)? When you feed the bird (養), you must treat the animal very roughly (鞠). It is same. 

When you the wife live together with your husband, you must say to him your husband very roughly! 157-160 豈(Ki) 敢

(Gam) 毁(Hwe) 傷(Sang) If you the intelligent wife do not act such a way to your foolish husband, he your husband will 

treat you badly (毁). And your husband, he will hurt (傷) you the intelligent wife again and again. How (豈) do you 

endure (敢) such an unhappy life?. 

Keywords: „The thousand character essay‟(It is called as „Tcheonzamun‟ in Korea), Tcheonzamun 145th-160
th

, 

„The husband here is exactly the figure of Augustin. And the wife in this study is certainly Hyeonhi his wife!‟. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote in his book that both the ancient Chinese people and the ancient Korean 

people used „The thousand character essay‟(It is called as „Tcheonzamun‟ in Korea). Its purpose was to instruct Chinese 

character for their children (Dallet, 1874). Park et al., (2021a) and Park et al., (2021b) translated several poems of 

Tcheonzamun. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The range of this study was the poem of 16 letters from „The thousand character essay „, Tcheonzamun 145th-

160
th

. There were two methods for translation for the present researcher. The first method is through Korean 

pronunciation of Chinese character, and the other method is through the meaning of Chinese character of Tcheonzamun 

(Park et al., 2021a; Park et al., 2021b). And another method was utilized. It is deleting method for the same or the similar 

part of Chinese character on the same line. And the translation was done with the remained part(s) of the Chinese 

character. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The title of this study is „The husband here is exactly the figure of Augustin. And the wife in this study is 

certainly Hyeonhi his wife! ‟ And the range of this study was the 16 letters of „The thousand character essay‟, 

Tcheonzamun 145th-160
th

. The next is the result of this research. 

 

Number of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) Chinese character (Korean Pronunciation of Chinese 

character in English alphabet) Transformed phrase on Korean pronunciation in Korean alphabet (Transformed phrase on 

Korean pronunciation in English alphabet) The meaning in Korean language is as follows. 

 

145-148 蓋(Kae) 此(Tcha) 身(Sin) 髮(Bal) 깨! (Ggae!) 차! (Tcha!) 씨발! (Ssibal!) 

 

„Ggae!‟ means “Let‟s break someone or something!”, and „Tcha!‟ means “Let‟s kick somebody or something!”. 

But „Ssibal!‟ is such a rough language that saying „Ssibal!‟ is forbidden in Korea. 

 

It is certain that this poem shows the quarrel between the wife and the husband. These expressions in the first 

line were done by the wife of Maeg race. But this first line of the poem was not said openly to her husband by the Maeg 

wife, it was a monologue in her mind. This condition is same in the second, third and fourth lines. 

 

149-152 四(Sa) 大(Dae) 五(Oh) 常(Sang) 싸대! (Ssadae!) 어! (Eo!) 썅! (Ssyang!) 

„Ssadae!‟ means “Let‟s strike someone!”, „Eo!‟ is a crying voice when somebody is surprised or is angry. 

„Ssyang!‟ is a rude language in Korea. 

 

153-156 恭(Kong, Ggung) 惟(Yu) 鞠(Gug) 養(Yang) 꾸웅! (Ggu-ung!) 꾸앙! (Ggu-ang!) 

„Ggu-ung!‟ and „Ggu-ang!‟ are voices when somebody or something crashed. 

 

157-160 豈(Ki) 敢(Gam) 毁(Hwe) 傷(Sang) 그깟 (Keu-ggat) 화상! (Hwa-sang!) 

„Keu-ggat‟ is used when somebody feels no-respect for somebody or something. „Hwa-sang!‟ expresses that 

someone is the fool or the idiot. Here, Maeg wife does not love her husband any more, and she expresses her bad feeling 

for her husband. 

 

The next is the result of translation through the meaning of Chinese character of this Tcheonzamun poem. And 

the deleting method was utilized here. 

 

Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet) 

 

145-148 蓋(Kae) 此(Tcha) 身(Sin) 髮(Bal) 

The wife, do you expect that your husband knows well and he understands your mind (此) sufficiently (蓋)? The 

wife, do you think that only the time is necessary? When your husband grows well until his beard (髮) grows well over 

the whole his face (身), does he understand your mind well? No, it is not true! 

 

149-152 四(Sa)-人=口 大(Dae)-人=一 五(Oh) 常(Sang) 

The wife, do you want to say (口) a thing (一) to your husband? You the wife must always (常) prepare and 

explain 5 things (五), or you must always repeat a thing five times. Because your husband can not understand well your 

words! He the husband is less intelligent than you the wife. 
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153-156 恭(Kong)-心=共 惟(Yu)-心=隹 鞠(Gug) 養(Yang) 

Do you want to live together (共) with a bird (隹)? When you feed the bird (養), you must treat the animal very 

roughly (鞠). It is same. When you the wife live together with your husband, you must say to him your husband very 

roughly! 

 

157-160 豈(Ki) 敢(Gam) 毁(Hwe) 傷(Sang) 

If you the intelligent wife do not act such a way to your foolish husband, he your husband will treat you badly (

毁). And your husband, he will hurt (傷) you the intelligent wife again and again. How (豈) do you endure (敢) such an 

unhappy life? 

 

The husband here is exactly the figure of Augustin. And the wife in this study is certainly Hyeonhi his wife! 
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